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       LE LOI Lower – Upper School   TEST – THE 27th WEEK  

Foreign language - Physical education group   ENGLISH 11 
 

 Choose the word whose main stress is put on a different syllable from the others. 

1. A. equip   B. result   C. endanger   D. celebrate  

2. A. polite    B. prohibit    C. survive   D. organize 

 Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

3. A. technology    B. advancement  C. destruction   D. celebration  

4. A. extinct   B. popular   C. thoughful   D. courteous 

 Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

5. We continue to _______ rainforests and increase the dangers of global warming. 

A. take after    B. set up    C. prepare for    D. cut down 

6. ________ aren't effective anymore because insects have become resistant to them. 

A. Fertilizers   B. Pesticides   C. Herbicides    D. Medicines 

7. The Earth will be a planet where human beings, animals and plants live in peaceful _______. 

A. cooperation   B. coordination    C. corporation     D. coexistence 

8. Today,most beaches covered with ________ and plastic. 

A. existence      B. excitement         C. pollution            D. equipment 

9.  We _______ to God for an end to virus Corona.  

A. pray    B. celebrate    C. entertain   D. prohibit 

10.  Teenagers and adults should keep ________ from alcohol and cigarettes. 

A. away    B. into          C. on            D. at 

11. The accident has _______  in many thousands of deaths. 

A. resulted   B. subscribed   C. equipped   D. decorated 

12. Tet,or Lunar New Year is considered one of the most ________ festival in Vietnam. 

A. exciting   B. popular   C. endangered   D. various 

13. Peach blossom and apricot blossom are flowers used to ________ at Tet . 

A. destroy   B. transfer   C. affect    D. decorate 

14. Man cannot _______ without air, water and light. Many people think that soil is also necessary to man’s existence. 

A. disappear   B. exist    C. destroy   D. transmit 

15. Many kinds of rare animals are on the verge of ________.  

A. disappearance  B. death   C. destruction   D. extinction 

16. They offer a very _______  rate for the modern electronic devices. 

A. competent  B. competition   C. competitive   D. competing 

17. The goverment started a campaign to ________ smoking among teenagers .  

A. encourage  B. decrease   C. discourage   D. prohibit 

18. Many species of animals and plants today are ________. 

 A. survived   B. advanced   C. endangered   D. established 

19. Human beings are _______   for the changes in the environment. 

 A. destroy       B. exchange                   C. blame                    D. responsible 

20. Modern _______ and Education have changed significantly đáng kể in the last twenty years.  

A. maintenance  B. technology   C. pollutant    D. disappearance 

21. Cuts in the health service could have tragic _______ for patients. 

 A. effect    B. results    C. consequences   D. damage 

22. All students should be equipped _______ a pocket calculator. 

 A. for   B. in    C. of    D. with 

 Mark the letter A,B,C or D to indicate the word(s) SIMILAR in meaning to the underlined word(s)  in each of the 

following questions. 

23. Vietnam has established many national parks to protect wildlife. 

A. built up   B. gone off   C. set up   D. equipped with 

 Mark the letter A,B,C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s)  in each of the 

following questions. 

24. The policy prohibits smoking on school grounds and publi c. 

A. affects   B. influences   C. changes   D. allows 
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 Mark the letter A,B,C or D to indicate the most suitable reponse to complete each of the following exchanges. 

25.  ‘Thank you very much for the lovely flowers.’ ‘___________.’ 

A. You’re welcome.      B. You like flowers, don’t you? 

C. Yeah, the flowers are nice.    D. It was an excellent choice. 

 Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

26. I have two brothers, ________ are professional athletes.  

A. two of which   B. two of whom    C. both of whom      D. two of them  

27. The  rain prevented us ______ climbing  to  the  top  of  the mountain. 

A. for   B. from    C. at    D. on 

28. The music _______  we are listening is very wonderful. 

A. which   B. to which   C. with which   D. to who  

29. Tommy admitted _______  the rock through the window. 

A. throwing   B. thrown       C. to throw       D. to be thrown 

30. The girl, ________ eyes are very beautiful, gains the title “Miss Lady”.  

 A. who   B. that     C. whose   D. whom   

31. I like the food ________ by my mother. 

A. was cooked  B. cooked   C. which cooked   D. cooking 

32. The man ________ at the back board is our teacher. 

A. stood    B. stands    C. standing    D. to stand  

33. He promised  _______  back but he made us disappointed.  

A. come   B. have come   C. to come   D. came 

34. It was a kind of information with _______  I have never read before. 

 A. that   B. whose   C. whom   D. which 

35. The first person ________ the classroom last Monday might know the reason. 

 A. entered   B. to enter   C. who enters   D. whom enters 

36. Mary ______ her younger sister ______ passing her exam. 

A. congratulated / on B. apologised / for  C. prevented / from  D. warned / against 

37. The film was about John _______ was a doctor.  

A. whom    B. that    C. whose   D. who 

 Choose the letter A, B, C or D to show that the underlined part needs correction. 

38. Miss Lan, whom has just gone to live in Hai Phong, is one of my best friends. 

           A  B            C                                                                       D 

39. What exactly is the influence of television in children?  

          A                B                       C                  D 

40. It was nice to see all his family, all of who I have met before. 

        A                                  B                   C             D 

41. They say that the animals will be endangerment in the forest. 

            A                      B                                       C                D 

 Mark the letter A,B,C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions. 

42. The man is my teacher. I am grateful to him.  

 A. The man whom I am grateful to him is my teacher. C. The man is my teacher who I am grateful. 

 B. The man whom I am grateful to is my teacher.  D. The man to him I am grateful is my teacher. 

43.  “Please turn down the radio,” said Minh. 

A. Minh apologized for turning down  the radio.  C. Minh insisted on turning down my radio.   

B. Minh suggested turning down the radio.   D. Minh admiteded  turning down the radio. 

44. “If I were you, I’ll buy the house.” Stephen said to Bill. 

A.  Stephen suggested Bill to buy the house.    

B.  Stephen advised Bill to buy the house. 

C.  Stephen promised Bill that he would buy the house.  

D.  Stephen forced Bill to buy the house 

45. The students are happy. They won the poetry contest. 

A. The students won the poetry contest  are happy.         

B. The students which won the poetry contest are happy. 
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C. The students who won the poetry contest are happy.     

D. The students who won the poetry contest they are happy. 

 Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct word or 
phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 46 to 50. 

Many rivers and lakes around the world are polluted. The discharge of waste materials by factories and households causes 

(46) ________to rivers and lakes. The Rhime River in Europe and the Great Lakes in North America set good examples of a 

river and lakes that are polluted. Their water can’t by drunk. 

The same thing is happening to these. In this instance, certain factories in Japan dumped industrial waste into the sea. 

Many people (47) ________from lead or mercury poisoning after eating fish caught in such polluted waters. Pollution in certain 

areas of the sea is now reaching (48) _________levels. Many ships discharge their waste materials or unwanted engine oil 

into the sea. These wastes contain lead and mercury, (49) ________is poisonous. Sometimes, accidents of oils tankers can 

cause oil to be discharged into the sea and even the beach. 

In regard to discharge from factories and sewers, pollution can also come about as a means of policies. Individuals who 

want to power deliberately place the living things in the sea (50) ________risk. In a recent example, many barrels of oil were 

deliberately dumped in to the Gulf to present ships and soldiers from attacking the annexed shores of Kuwait. 

46. A. pollutes  B. pollution  C. pollute  D. polluted 

47. A. existed  B. suffered  C. survived  D. supplied 

48. A. dangerous B. popular  C. grand  D. endangered 

49. A. that   B. who   C. which  D. whom  

50. A. on  B. to   C. in   D. at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

    


